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System requirements

PC with 486 or greater processor, or Mac® with OS® X v. 10.2.2 or later; Adobe® Reader® v. 6.0 or later; video resolution of 1280 x 1024, ESRI® ArcGIS 10.5.1.


Trademarks


Adobe®, Acrobat®, and Reader® are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Adobe Systems Incorporated in the United States and/or other countries.

ESRI®, ArcMap™, ArcScene™, ArcExplorer™ and ArcReader™ are trademarks, registered trademarks, or service marks of ESRI® in the United States, the European Community, or certain other jurisdictions.


Contents

Three-dimensional (3D) geologic cross-section plays an important role in the understanding of subsurface structures and their geometric relationships. This Open File report describes the procedural workflow followed to construct 3D cross-sections entirely within the ESRI ArcGIS software suit. The ArcGIS components involved include ArcMap, ArcScene and ArcCatalog (version 10.5.1), and extensions comprising 3D Analyst, Spatial Analyst and a third-party ArcMap plugin called Xacto Section Tools that was developed by the Illinois State Geological Survey. ArcGIS allows the processing and analysis of vector (e.g. geological surface, faults, cross-section lines, etc.) and raster data (digital elevation model (DEM), surface) to create 3D cross-sections and fence diagrams with a high degree of spatial accuracy. This method utilized surface information from digital bedrock geological maps, 2D structural cross-sections and a DEM derived from the geological map contours. Shapefiles of 3D cross-sections, the bedrock geological map, style file for cross-sections and geological map, DEM, cross-section lines, and fault data are included in this report for visualization in ArcGIS software.  Three movie files (.avi) are included for viewing without ArcGIS software. The methodology successfully allowed the 3D viewing of the structural geometry of the study area and should be applicable to for other geographic locations and geologic settings.  


Directory structure

of_8576.pdf
of_8576_stylefile.style (Style file for bedrock geology map and cross-sections)
of_8576_2D_finaldata (Folder containing DEM, cross-section line locations, and bedrock geology)
of_8576_3D_outputs (Folder containing subfolders for each of 10 cross-sections with 3D polygon 
and fault line)
of_8576_videos (Folder containing 3 videos viewable without ArcGIS software)
of_8576_Video1.avi, of_8576_Video2.avi, of_8576_Video3.avi (videos viewable without ArcGIS software) 
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